Interactive Narrative

Interactive storytelling is a form of digital entertainment in which the storyline is not
predetermined. The author creates the setting, characters, and situation which. Interactive
narrative is a form of digital interactive experience in which users create or influence a The
goal of an interactive narrative system is to immerse the.
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after the Vietnam War. Based on the story by Nam Le, adapted by.Interactive storytelling is
the art of telling stories enhanced with technological, social or collaborative interactive
features to offer content.As longtime experimenters and scholars in interactive narrative who
are now building a new academic discipline we call “computational media.Interactive
Narrative Design is a craft that meets at the apex of ludology, narratology and game design;
turning the conjoining into functional.The best interactive stories, animated infographics and
data visualizations now circling the Web and the storytelling techniques you can learn.In this
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applications of narrative intelli-gence is the prospect of interactive narrative. Interactive
narrative is a form of digital interactive.
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